What need does the system address -that is, what purpose does it serve?
Also, provide some background details on why the need exists.
Background:
Our system and its external interfaces to the active stakeholders.
Figure 1 Test System Context Diagram
3. Develop sequence diagrams that illustrate the interactions for four architecturally-significant' usage scenarios.
. a. Document a trace of your four scenarios through your architecture.
. .
Figure 14
a. Comment on the relationship between your functional and your physical architecture. Why did you allocate the specific functions to the specific components? Provide at least a half page discussion of the allocation rationale. Develop an IDEF0 model in CORE for the first-level sub-function and the functional decomposition. Assign the external inputs and outputs to the system function and to the appropriate sub-functions. Create the necessary internal inputs and outputs to the first level architecture. (Step 5)
It is at this point that the benefit of the
Figure 23 ER Vibration Subsystem
Comment on the relationship between your functional and your physical architecture. Why did you allocate the specific functions to the specific components? Provide at least a half page discussion of the allocation rationale. .
Figure 31 Synthesis flow down technique
What might be the corresponding requirements for the component whose function you decomposed in step #7? Enter both the system and corresponding component requirements in CORE, provide the traceability between the pairs of requirements in CORE (parent/child relationship), and trace all of the requirements to the appropriate function or component. Each student will define a total of 12 requirements (6 system-level and 6 associated component-level). 
Equivalence is a simple flowdown

